
OLIN BUSINESS SCHOOL MBA ESSAYS

Review the full-time MBA admissions process for Olin Business School at Washington University in One-page
rÃ©sumÃ©; Three required essays (one optional).

If you have a unique or diverse background, have overcome a significant personal challenge or have been
heavily involved in a community activity this would be a great opportunity to describe that situation. And
where confidence comes from understanding, experience, teamwork, and leadership. Our five career platforms
allow you to dive deeply into your desired field. It culminates by improving your ability to lead. Your
platform gives you knowledge, experience, and insight. And put them to the test in the real world. Applicants
must hold the equivalent of a U. Note: Most international three-year degrees meet this requirement. This is
also an opportunity to describe a bit about yourself. Businesses and employers can get behind this concept.
Please be as specific as possible. This could be a fairly risky strategy, however, and should be balanced with
plenty of discussion of your strengths and ability to overcome any challenges. Knowledge is gained in the
classroom and put to test in the real world. You can also take up to nine credit hours of approved coursework
from other graduate programs at Washington University. Focus on a solid example and provide some
reflection upon the example and a reason why this additional information is important to your candidacy. We
create leaders who achieve more. Once you get the news of your acceptanceâ€”and make the decision to join
us at Olinâ€” official transcripts and test scores must be submitted two weeks before the start of orientation
programming. Where your purpose reflects your passion. What do you expect will be your greatest
professional challenge upon completion of your MBA? Electives begin in the second semester and carry
through the rest of the program. This intensive program is intended to push you. Any information you can
provide concerning those qualities and experiences that distinguish you from other applicants will be
especially helpful. In our small, close-knit community, everyone works together for your success. You will
want to be selective with the background you do provide in this question since you will need significant space
for your goals. Please share your journey with us and why the pursuit of this degree is the right decision for
you. Focus on your career goals and the resources you will gain from Olin, while also discussing some of your
extracurricular experiences and personal attributes that support your fit with Olin. They mentor and promote.
Class Structure Here, learning is diverse. Internships, consulting projects, competitions, and student clubs
prepare you to go farther. So Many Options Our broad range of electives makes specializing in a given area
easy.


